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About This Game

"The Legacy: Forgotten Gates" is a hidden-object adventure game packed with mini-games and puzzles, telling a story of a
journey to another world, where danger and unexpected turns of events await around every corner!

It was late evening and the museum was almost empty. At the Maya artifact exhibition, one of the exhibits suddenly started to
move. The sound drew the attention of a young woman named Diana, a museum employee and an expert in Mayan culture.

When she came closer to the artifact she realized it looked like a portal... and suddenly some unknown power lifted her up and
teleported her to an ancient temple! Now Diana has to figure out where she is, how she got there and how she's going to return
home. The young woman encounters a civilization similar to the Mayan culture, but this is neither the past nor a parallel reality.

It's another planet, connected to Earth centuries ago by some special gates. And now the gates have been activated again...

Only Shaash, the local shaman and gate keeper, can help Diana return home. But that will not be easy. Diana will have to face
numerous tests, travel far through the Endless River Valley, encountering the strange people and wondrous animals of the other

world, while trying to hide from all dangers and solving dozens of different challenges on her way.

- Multiple wonderful locations and stunning graphics
- Unexpected plot turns

- Unforgettable characters
- Fascinating mini-games and puzzles
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Ducks 10\/10. very short game but coma like most atomspheric type games it does a well good job at it i found myself imersed
in it and glued to the screen i jumped a few times at some spots and the design and story its really good im very keen to see the
other episodes and to hopefully see if they get released

gameplay 4\/10
sound 8\/10
design 9\/10
overall 7\/10

i enjoyed it even though it was short. If you want to shoot for a death some demons from thehell this dowlondable content is for
you. Radiation Island is one of my favorite survival games, and one of the best among many.. Complete with sound effects,
music and game mechanics from the original game, this is probably one of the cutest forms of DLC in any game I've ever seen..
I like it but how do i install?
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Basicly the pokemon game I always wanted as a kid. I love the open world ishness of it and the real time combat. The crafting
system alowing you to build and customize your house is cool. Im interested to see how this game develops and I would like to
see it become somthing big.. dumb game no point to it the and you can not read the print in the game for what your selling.
Propellerhead Reason - you have no need to fear this product. The Stock System is intesting! The price of stock does not seem
to be random, and has something to do with the market change, a bit like Capitalism II I played before. good game, challeging
and fun. they changed the ball designs in update.. Horrible graphic, no story, worst intro I've ever seen and the only thing you do
is walk around and look for something you can use for light. Worst game I've ever played, no doubt on that. It's a scam to pay
anything for this game, it should be free.. Its not scary at all I saw one monster no jump scares its much like the first one there
are multiple endings.
Do I recommend the game there were no bugs or issues with the game and the game is ok it took over an hour to complete so I
will recommend it.. I have to play this with a controller. Plus it give a run for the money. So far I'm liking it and hope they make
the item/pause screen more fliar.. This series has great worldbuilding and a really fun storyline.. Its a symple elegant idea pushed
to the maximum speed. As a lover of the WipeOut series I have enjoyed a lot this game. Well polished, balanced, and
immersive. I can't wait for the final release!!!
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